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The Other
Side of Thunder
Experiencing the beauty of a good storm.

Sure, it’s happened to you. It’s gotten the best of us all at one
time or another: getting caught off guard in a thunderstorm without
warning. Cloudy skies overhead—“expected to burn off”—that
turn into a sudden downpour. We’ve all made the same run for it,
covering our heads with the daily paper, skittering across parking
lots, stepping ever so lightly so as to not splash in too many puddles and wet our beautiful clothes. Hurrying under umbrellas or
trees or overhangs—anywhere but in the great openness of it all.
We know our comfort will return come the warm, dry interior of
our car or home. We seek out shelter. But we also seek out adventure.
Unless you’re in denial, you’ll admit there’s been a time in
your adult life when you opted to just stay out in the rain, if only
for a brief moment to feel the first drops fall. It starts simply. You
look up, dreamily, wondering if it’s really rain you just felt, curious if it will continue or pass. All of us have stuck our tongue out
to taste the pure clean water. We’ve all felt the big drops plunk
down on our head and wind-blown rain spray our face. But when
was the last time? Well, here’s a thought. Next time it rains, don’t
run inside right away. In fact, stop where you’re at and just watch.
Watch others as they run for the porch or run indoors. Watch
the rain. You’re not accustomed to that? So what. Revel in the
pure pleasure of letting yourself get wet, on purpose. You’ll
Walking down the steps of this inviting theater entryway reveals a treat for the
senses.
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undoubtedly release a stress knot or two and forget a present
crisis, deadline, or sorrow. You’ll laugh, you’ll throw your hands
up, you’ll smile. But most of all, you’ll walk back indoors, in no
apparent hurry, with something you didn’t have just minutes
before: A knowledge that you don’t have to scurry coat-over-tail
to get out of the rain or away from the thunder. It’s not so scary.
It’s actually quite fun. It’s the different choices we make in life,
the unfamiliar ones, that empower us.
So it was for these homeowners and their family. They wanted
all that a home theater could provide—all the thunder and lightning and pizzazz—but they also realized it can load up real fast
with equipment everywhere and wires and busyness. They didn’t
want their theater to lose out on the beautiful side, the softer
side. To assure themselves that their theater would remain just
as aesthetically enticing as it was powerful and thunderous, the
residents called upon Atlanta Home Theater, who quickly helped
put all their concerns aside. No more wondering what would
work. Absolutely, Atlanta Home Theater was the right choice
from the start, creating an unmatched design layout for this
family’s home theater. A theater with two faces. One that smiles
softly and one that bites!
From the moment you enter the theater, you are wowed. An
impressive 110-inch Stewart screen is the focal point. Large bags
of M&Ms chocolate candies and six-month-long supplies of Skittles,
Sugar Daddies, and more fill up a candy lover’s display case.
Sodas galore are packed into a refrigerator,
EQUIPMENT LIST
which, along with a popcorn machine—of
• Vidikron Vision Three Projector
course—is part of the room’s snack center.
• Stewart 110-inch 16:9 Film Screen
It’s just as if you were at the cinema in
• Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX Speakers
(left/right)
town—minus the crowds, competing for
• Wilson Audio Specialties CUB Center Speaker
parking, and firm showtimes, that is. Multi• Wilson Audio Specialties XS Subwoofer
ple light settings can be achieved with the
• Dynaudio Audience 50 Surround Speakers
touch of a finger via a Lutron GRAFIK Eye
• Meridian 561 Digital Sound Processor
• Parasound HCA-3500 (2)
automated lighting system. When the room
• Parasound HCA-2003
is darkened for a show, runway lights emit a
• Sony DVPS-530 DVD Player
glow around the base of the staged seating.
• Sony SAT-A50 Digital Satellite Receiver
• Lutron GRAFIK Eye Automated Lighting System
Dark-blue velvet curtains frame the left and
• Middle Atlantic Studio Racks (2)
right walls of the theater. A serene painting
• CinemaTech Valentino Automatic Chairs (8)
of rolling hills during sunset can be viewed
through stone archways, giving the entire setting a warm and welcoming ambience. Eight plush, Valentino-style CinemaTech seats in
midnight-blue and putty-colored nappa leather call out, “Sit down
and enjoy the show.” They are arranged on a stage 2 feet above
the main floor for optimum viewing. The chairs also recline and
Atlanta Home Theater is well-known for creating the perfect blend of components and
comfort—this interior explains why.
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massage while the viewers enjoy a movie or listen to
music and just relax. This home theater knocks the
socks off of any downtown cinema megaplex!
Roswell, GA 30076
Not just beautiful and full of conveniences, this
(770) 642-5557
theater also delivers. A Vidikron Vision Three proEmail:
jector is the next place your eyes are drawn to.
atlhometheater@aol.com
Middle Atlantic Studio racks, trimmed in matching
A B O U T T H E I N S TA L L E R
midnight blue, house the system’s brain: a Meridian 561 digital
Atlanta Home Theater, owned and managed by Scott and Jennifer Ross,
processor, two Parasound HCA-3500s and a single Parasound
opened to the Atlanta public in 1996 and at the same time became a
HCA-2003. Also resting on the finely crafted Middle Atlantic
member of CEDIA. Now the city’s leading turnkey provider of custom propieces are a Sony DVPS-530 DVD player and SAT-A50 digital
jects from $300,000 and up, Atlanta Home Theater says they are the
satellite receiver. In addition, there are 11 shelves built into the
number one dealer in the United States for Vidikron, Wilson, and
rack that holds hundreds of the family’s favorite DVDs and comMeridian. The firm’s strong design team and 10 installers are key elepact discs. The entire theater operates by the touch of an icon
ments to their success.
on the Crestron ST-1550C touchpanel, which communicates
A 3,000-square-foot showroom is the heart of Atlanta Home Theater.
simultaneously with the Lutron automated lighting system.
Here, AHT displays and demonstrates a multitude of home theater prodOne of the most impressive parts of this theater is its thunder,
ucts and lighting, all in a breath-taking layout design with beautiful cushowever. The entire family of five wanted something more than
tom cabinetry and home automation features for phone, security, and
they had ever experienced in a movie theater or any average
more. AHT designs and builds all the custom cabinetry, outdoor keypad
home theater. Choosing high power, custom audio was decidedly
posts, and numerous finishing pieces in their own woodworking shop.
up to Kevin Collins, installer for Atlanta Home Theater who
Consistency, reliability, and quality in workmanship have helped to
worked closely with the homeowners during the construction
build their strong reputation in the Atlanta community. From start to finphase. The team at AHT brought in Wilson MAXX speakers
ish, AHT is recognized for their finely tuned skills in design and professtanding almost 6 feet tall. Coated in a titanium finish, they give
sionalism.
off an impressive shine, overall enhancing the powerful presence
of the theater. The Wilson CUB center channel and Dynaudio
Audience 50 rear speakers do the essential job of filling up the
room. One would never expect the lift that the 1,000-pound
Wilson XS subwoofer gives to the overall sound as it blends with
the MAXX speakers. The XS sub is known in the industry as the
“Master of Boom” and it lives up to its name. But who would
know as it sits unobtrusively on the floor beneath the screen
delivering quite a punch? These finely executed layouts were the
combined efforts of Kevin Collins and AHT’s Margaret Morgan,
who skillfully mastered the marriage of a beautiful room with a
strong arm. Giving the family the other side of thunder was a
most-rewarding endeavor; to show off both power and elegance
in one room was the ultimate challenge.
Now you know there can be another side to thunder. A beautiful side. A fun side. Next time the opportunity arises to make
that uncertain decision, to have that moment in the rain, go for
it. You’ll be glad you did. Somewhere inside, your heart will thank
you and you will smile.
880 Holcomb Bridge Road Suite
110B

.

Accute attention to detail and a unique flair for interior design are what earned Atlanta
Home Theater this month’s cover honor.
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